










Instruction for Replacing and Setting Clutch on Bevel Gear 
 

 

1. Strap arms together (both sections) so they won’t open up. This step must be done or serious injury and 
awning damage could happen. 

2. Open awning about 6” to relax fabric. 

3. Remove the dome tag label off the plastic end cap to expose two screws (On both ends of the awning). 
Remove screws in end cap and in metal end plate to loose up hood. Remove hood and set aside. 

4. Remove two hex head screws holding gear to end bracket. 

5. Loosen bolt holding end bracket to square bar and then remove end bracket. 

6. Lift the roller tube and gear out of the hole in the fabric tray and then remove gear. 

7. Install new gear into roller tube and then slide gear into hole in fabric tray. 

8. Reinstall end bracket onto square bar and do not tighten bolt at this time. 

9. Reinstall hex head screws to fasten gear to end bracket and tighten. 

10. Tighten bolt in end bracket to fasten to square bar. 

11. Use new gear to take up slack in fabric and remove straps on arms. 

12. Loosen set screw (A) in top of gear with a 4 mm allen wrench. Take awning out to desired projection. 
Through hole in end bracket, use a 4 mm allen wrench and turn shaft (B) in gear (Left side – 
counterclockwise, Right side - clockwise). If shaft will not rotate, then the shaft is in its right orientation. 
Tighten set screw on top of gear. 

13. Test awning to verify the clutch gear is set correctly. 
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14. Reinstall hood, end plate, end caps and dome tag labels.  
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